
RelViT: Concept-guided Vision Transformer
for Visual Relational Reasoning

What makes visual reasoning so challenging?

From contrastive learning to concept-guided contrastive
learning

Canonical contrastive learning [7]

Takeaway messages
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From representations to reasoning in human and AI [1]

Paper Code

Ingredients for human-level visual reasoning [2,3,4,5]

Object-centric representations [2, 3]

Relational inductive biases [4] Systematic generalization [5]

ViTs (partially) offer these ingredients [6]

• Image as patches: image patches
can be viewed as object candidates.

• Self-attention: Multi-head self
attention (MHSA) in ViT effectively
captures the pair-wise relations
among input entities.

• Three ingredients for human-level visual reasoning: object-
centric representations, relational inductive bias and systematic
generalization.

• Vision transformer for human-level visual reasoning: it help
eliminate the need for object detection and complex reasoning
modules.

• Concept-guided contrastive learning can further boost ViT’s
potentials on solving systematic generalization.

• The global CL can help with relational meaning and reasoning.
• The local CL can help with object-centric representation (via

unsupervised correspondence learning).
• However, simply contrasting two views of the same picture could be

inefficient, especially when we do know the semantic label of them.

Concept-guided contrastive learning

• We now contrast two (augmented) images with the same semantics instead.
• Each image is assumed to be paired with a concept code (can be parsed from

the data, ex. questions in VQA)
• Concept-feature dictionary is introduced for retrieving images with the same

concept on-the-fly.
• No significant overhead, easy to work with many training pipelines.

Q1: To which extent ViT helps with visual reasoning?
-- see experiments

Q2: Can we make it better?
-- contrastive learning seems helpful, let’s give it a try in the

regular learning pipeline.

Experiments
HICO

GQA


